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The next step involves estimation. LISREL allows for several estimation procedures to be carried out. LISREL runs into problems with larger sample sizes, as the model-implied variance is estimated based on the correlation matrix. In other words, the MIV does not accurately
reflect the proportion of variance that is accounted for by the error variances, which might lead to unstable estimates and influence the significance of the path coefficients. 6. the use of mplus to estimate any sem does not allow the researcher to utilize the advantages of a
full factor analytic approach with mplus's sequential multiple groups (smg) command. the smg command divides the data into groups based on a subject variable and estimates a model on each group. however, the model was still unsatisfactory, and the modification indices
revealed that 8 further error variances had to be freed up to achieve invariance. all 30 items loaded on their respective factors, and the subscales had good internal consistencies. uniqueness of the factor solutions was confirmed, and items had appropriate loadings on their

respective factors. the model was unsatisfactory according to the fit indices. the scales were used to predict extraversion via the mlm, and the results showed a non-significant relationship between htr2a and extraversion, and a significant relationship between comt and
extraversion. as suggested by the model, the relationship between comt and htr2a was not significant, and the comt by htr2a interaction was not significant, although the confidence intervals for the interaction effect included the value of 0. the program appears to be suitable

for data collection under conditions of higher reliability or more robust estimates of its assumptions.
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